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ABSTRACT

Introduction Different cooling strategies exist for emergency treatments immediately after sports trauma or surgery. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of three cooling regimen during the immediate postoperative phase as well as in the rehabilitation phase.

Methods 36 patients undergoing anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction received either no cooling (control-group, Con, N=12), were cooled with a menthol-containing cooling bandage (Mtl, N=12) or cooled with an ice containing cold pack (CP, N=12). During a 12-week physiotherapy treatment the cross section of the vastus medialis muscle was examined (day—1; 30; 60; 90) and painkiller consumption was documented.

Results A significant reduction in the cross section area 30 days after surgery was observed in CP and Con (Mtl: −3.2±1.7%, p=0.14, CP: −8.8±4.3%, p<0.01, Con: −7.2±8.1%, p<0.05). After 90 days of therapy, a significant increase in muscle cross section area was observed in Mtl (Mtl: 4.6±6.1%, p<0.05, CP: 1.9%±8.1%, p=0.29, Con: 3.3%±9.4%, p=0.31). The absolute painkiller consumption was lower for Mtl (25.5±3.7 tablets) than for CP (39.5±6.9 tablets) or Con (34.8±4.2 tablets).

Conclusion We observed a beneficial effect of cooling by a menthol-containing bandage during the rehabilitation phase. Reduction of muscle cross section within 30 days after surgery was prevented which highly contributed to rehabilitation success after 90 days of therapy. Painkiller consumption was reduced with Mtl.

INTRODUCTION

Cooling treatments are popular, non-pharmacological interventions and available immediately after sports trauma or surgery in order to treat acute responses such as swelling or pain. Finally, this intervention might contribute to an improved recovery due to increased efficacy rehabilitation interventions.

Local cooling of skin induces numerous physiological responses by the reduction of skin surface and subjacent tissue temperature. This leads to a significant decline of nerve conduction velocity as well as to vasoconstriction decreasing tissue perfusion. Furthermore, the contraction of blood vessels prevents the development of oedema and reduces local swelling. Cooling with menthol was found to be an effective treatment in the postoperative phase as well as during physical therapy. Cooling with menthol was perceived by the patients as safe and easy to apply. Besides the positive subjective feedback about comfort noted in patients cooling with menthol, tendencies in clinically relevant aspects such as less intake of analgesics and less pronounced muscle atrophy were observed and will need further investigation.

SUMMARY BOX

- Cooling with menthol was found to be an effective treatment in the postoperative phase as well as during physical therapy.
- Cooling with menthol was perceived by the patients as safe and easy to apply.
- Besides the positive subjective feedback about comfort noted in patients cooling with menthol, tendencies in clinically relevant aspects such as less intake of analgesics and less pronounced muscle atrophy were observed and will need further investigation.
treat exercise or heat induced hyperthermia.\textsuperscript{24–26} The cooling with ice is characterised by a rapid drop of tissue temperature. During a 20-min ice pack application, the muscle temperature and the subcutaneous temperature decrease by 7°C and 17°C, respectively.\textsuperscript{27} As a result, ice cooling can be applied only for a few minutes on the affected structure. Cold pack consists of frozen gels. Due to the similar and enormous cooling effect comparable with ice, direct skin contact should be avoided and a towel or a protection cover should be used to avoid skin injuries. Menthol containing cooling agents are associated with fresh and cooling sensation and just have become available in recent time.\textsuperscript{28} Menthol activates the transient receptor potential melastatin 8 (TRPM8) ion channel,\textsuperscript{28} which is normally activated by cold temperatures. The cool feeling during menthol application originates from mimicking local cooling rather than a strong cooling of the respective body part. Nevertheless, some kind of evaporative cooling is included as ethanol solutions of menthol are mostly applied.\textsuperscript{29} Furthermore, the ingestion of menthol resulted in improvements of endurance performance, which was found to be to most effective application with regard to exercise performance for athletes competing in the heat.\textsuperscript{30} Up to now there has been little research about the effectiveness of menthol-containing liquids compared with conventional methods such as cooling with an ice or cold pack.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the effects of two cooling strategies, that is, continuous application of menthol-containing liquid against intermittent application of cold pack in a randomised, placebo-controlled study design. The major hypothesis was that the continuous application of menthol cooling leads to no differences in muscle loss, easier handling and improved comfort during its application. Besides, it was hypothesised that, due to the characteristics and additional menthol-induced activation of TRPM8, results have a sustained effect on pain reduction and a positive effect on the healing process after surgery. The objective of this study was to create a database to evaluate the efficiency of cooling in the immediate postoperative phase as well as in the rehabilitation phase and to be able to make statements about the effectiveness of two different cooling forms.

**METHODS**

This pilot study was conducted as a randomised prospective clinical trial, carried out at the Berit-Klinik Speicher, the Hirslanden-Klinik am Rosenberg in Heiden and the Orthopädie St. Gallen to investigate the effect of cooling applications on the recovery during rehabilitation phase after operative reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament. Objective measures such as changes in muscle cross section or painkillers, as well as subjective measures such as comfort and pain reporting were included. Finally, surface skin temperature was measured during cooling applications (detailed description see Experimental investigations section).

**Study participants/patients**

The sample consisted of a total of 40 orthopaedic patients (four of them were excluded from the study because they were not able to strictly follow the study protocol) at the age of 30.9±11.1 years, with a body height of 173.7±9.7 cm and a body weight of 75.7±12.9 kg. To increase inter-subject comparability between patients and for standardisation, the study was limited to cruciate ligament patients. All patients suffered from an isolated rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament. The operative reconstruction was always done by the same surgeon. All patients were treated according to the same protocol of spinal anaesthesia, ibuprofen (2-(p-isobutyl-phenyl)-propionic acid) was always administered as the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID). To avoid complications and ensure similar responses during rehabilitation process, the surgery took place at latest 8 weeks after the injury. The inclusion criteria of the study were patients aged between 18 and 60 years who had an operative reconstruction using the semitendinosus tendon. Hypersensitivity, cold tolerance, peripheral neuropathy, diabetes mellitus, allergy to and/or ethanol menthol and eczema or rash were accepted as exclusion criteria. The individuals were recruited and invited to take part in the pilot study before surgery. After acceptance and the signed informed consent form, the patients were randomised into two different cooling groups (cold pack, menthol) or to the control-group, without any cooling.

**STUDY DESIGN**

This study does not provide any personal medical information about identifiable living individuals. Patients were not involved in the study preparation (research question, study design) or evaluation of cooling. The patients included in the pilot study were assessed by the surgeon and authorised study personal. The standardised protocol of postoperative treatment after anterior cruciate ligament was applied from the first day after surgery in every randomised group. All patients, regardless of group affiliation, received the identical physiotherapeutic treatment (60 min per session) three times a week during the entire study period of 12 weeks. The physiotherapeutic treatment was performed exclusively by specially authorised physiotherapists, all of whom treated to the same physiotherapy protocol. The cooling interventions (cold pack, menthol) were applied three times a day (09:00, 14:00, 19:00) during stationary hospitalisation for 3 days. From day 4 to 30, cooling applications were applied twice a day (10:00, 17:00). The application times of the cooling interventions were implemented according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The cold pack-group received the application of the cooled gel-pad (Cold pack, Nexcare) in a protection cover provided by the supplier and were cooled for 20 min. Patients of the menthol-group received a bandage wetted by a menthol-containing liquid (cool down ice fluid) and were cooled for 120 min. The control-group got the same physiotherapy treatment but received no cooling application.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The muscle cross section of the vastus medialis was determined by an Ultrasound device (Logiq e, GE Medical Systems AG, with a multifrequency probe 13 MHz, Glattbrugg, Switzerland). The measurement was conducted three times in the centre of m. vastus medialis (8 cm proximal from patella border and 6 cm medial) during a knee flexion of 90°. The mean value of the three measurements was used for further analysis. Skin temperature was continuously recorded minute by minute during stationary hospitalisation (iButton type DS1922L, Maxim Integrated, San Jose, California, USA). The sensors were fixed on the skin with tape (Curapor transparent, 7 cm×5 cm, Lohmann & Rauscher International GmbH & Co. KG, Rengsdorf, Germany) and placed just above the upper inner quadrant of the patella of the injured and uninjured knee. This allowed analysis of the cooling effect on skin temperature. The minimum skin temperature reached during cooling as well as total cooling time was obtained for every single cooling and every study participant. The minimum cooling temperature was the lowest measured temperature (°C) of a cooling period. The cooling duration included the period (min) from starting cooling to the time point where skin temperature reached again precooling values for further data analysis, the median of the parameters were calculated and compared. The subjective perception of pain, perception of comfort and the use of painkillers were recorded in a questionnaire from day 1 to 30 using the NRS scale and a thermal condition scale.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analysis was performed using SPSS statistical software (IBM SPSS, V.23). Values for parameters are given as mean±SD or median. All parameters were checked for normal distribution and variance homogeneity. As these assumptions were not fulfilled by all parameters (ie, two data sets for cross section area measurement, minimum cooling temperature, cooling duration, number of physiotherapy-treatment units) non-parametric statistical tests were applied. This is Wilcoxon signed rank test to analyse the relative change in cross section area at different time points, Mann-Whitney U test for the comparison of cooling parameters differences for cooling parameters and independent samples Kruskal-Wallis test for the analysis of group related differences in painkiller consumption and physiotherapy-treatment units. Independent samples Kruskal-Wallis test was applied as well for the assessment of statistical differences in the subjective pain-score and comfort-score between treatment groups because no normal distribution could be assumed for discrete data set. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.

RESULTS

A reduction in the cross section area 30 days after surgery was observed for all groups (−3.2±5.8%, p=0.14; −8.8±4.3%, p<0.01; −7.2±8.1%, p<0.05, for menthol-containing cooling bandage (Mtl), cold pack (CP) and control-group (Con), respectively). The group receiving Mtl cooling was the only group with no significant reduction in the cross section after 30 days (figure 1). After 90 days of therapy, an increase in muscle cross section area was observed for all groups (4.6%±6.1%, p<0.05; 1.9%±8.1%, p=0.29; 3.3%±9.4%, p=0.31, for Mtl, CP and Con, respectively), while a statistical significant change was observed in Mtl only. Significant differences were found for minimum cooling temperature (Mtl: 29.7°C±1.3°C, CP: 18.1°C±4.5°C; p<0.001) and cooling...
period (Mtl: 173.1±17.9 min; CP: 94.1±39.4 min; p<0.001). Cooling application was perceived as more comfortable in the Mtl group. Generally, no significant differences were observed in the perception of pain (pain level in the morning: p=0.151; in the evening: p=0.282; total: p=0.213). However, on specific occasions, the menthol-group revealed the lowest perception of pain (ie, evening 7 and 28), whereas no differences were detected between cold pack-group and control-group. On the other hand, on another occasion (ie, in the morning on day 21) the cold pack-group appeared to have the highest pain level. Feedback about comfort perception revealed differences for the first 4 weeks. Highest comfort reporting was detected in Mtl while the cold pack-group showed the lowest comfort. After cooling applications, no further differences between the groups were detected. Overall, no differences could be observed between groups during total study duration (p=0.058). No significant differences were found between groups for painkiller consumption (p=0.209). However, Mtl showed lower absolute painkiller consumption (25.5±3.7 tablets) than CP (39.5±6.9 tablets) or Con (34.8±4.2 tablets). Regarding treatment units, there were no significant differences (Mtl: 30.3±1.2, Ice: 31.2±1.3, Con 31.3±2.2; p=0.664) (table 1).

DISCUSSION

The most important finding of this study is that cooling by a menthol-containing bandage has a beneficial effect during the rehabilitation phase.

Effect on muscle cross section

The vastus medialis is known to be essential for the biomechanical stabilisation of the knee joint. A reduction in muscle cross section of the vastus medialis was observed in all groups 30 days after surgery compared with baseline measurements, which confirms the results of other studies and the initial muscle atrophy after an accident or surgery. Continuous physiotherapy resulted in an increase in muscle cross section area, while CP and control-group showed a slight reduction. Ninety days after surgery, the physiotherapy treatment was completed and all groups showed an increase in muscle cross section over baseline level, whereby Mtl outperformed the other groups. In 2014 Sattler et al observed at a similar training protocol (3x1 hours/week) after 12 weeks a significant increase in quadriceps volume as well, with the effect appearing largest for the vastus medialis.

The positive findings regarding muscle cross section in menthol-group probably depends on an interaction of our punctually positive findings regarding pain level and comfort level and the analgesic effect of menthol.

Effect on cooling parameters

Skin temperatures showed significant differences between cooling modalities (figure 2). Cooling with a cold pack is characterised by a short cooling intervention resulting in rapid temperature drops. Additionally, as a result, the cooling period of ice or a cold pack is very limited. Many patients described a comfortable feeling only up to 15 min after the cooling with ice started. During the first days after surgery the intensive cooling modality of a cold pack causes the high tissue inflammation to be perceived only just comfortable. In the continuous course, however, we observed the 20 min cooling period with cold pack a more uncomfortable feeling, especially towards the end. The longer the time left after surgery the less tissue inflammation and swelling is normally present. This is then associated again with a continuous drop of skin temperature of the operated area. Therefore, the intensive cooling characteristics of cold pack are often felt some days after surgery to be rather uncomfortable. Based on the intensive cooling characteristics of cold pack, there could also be a certain risk of tissue damage.

On the other hand, in the menthol-group, we observed only a moderate skin temperature decrease, what allows a significant longer cooling period and in principle even application forms well over 2 hours without any problems. The menthol wetted bandage can be applied by the patient himself without any clinic personal shortly after surgery in a few minutes. Other cooling methods, such as the cold and ice pack need a freezer for some hours and often additional clinic personal.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (m)</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Physiotherapy-visits</th>
<th>Irfen-consumption (Tabl. à 600 mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Menthol</td>
<td>174.5±10.1</td>
<td>76.3±9.8</td>
<td>32.2±14</td>
<td>30.3±4.3</td>
<td>25.5±12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold pack</td>
<td>170.7±10.4</td>
<td>70.6±10.5</td>
<td>29.8±10.9</td>
<td>31.2±4.6</td>
<td>39.5±12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>175.8±8.7</td>
<td>80.2±16.6</td>
<td>30.8±8.7</td>
<td>31.3±2.2</td>
<td>34.8±23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>173.7±9.7</td>
<td>75.7±12.9</td>
<td>30.9±11.1</td>
<td>30.9±3.8</td>
<td>33.7±18.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean±SD.
Figure 2  Exemplary skin temperature course of cooling with menthol, cold pack and of control-group without cooling during cooling phase of initial 44 hours.
Effect on subjective pain level and comfort level

Postoperative pain management is an essential component for effective rehabilitation, recovery and patient satisfaction. A high pain level is inversely associated with function and with quality of life. Overall, we found no significant differences regarding pain level. However, we observed punctually positive findings in the menthol-group during the cooling period, in the first 4 weeks.

Those punctually reduced pain level findings could be related to our positive findings regarding muscle cross section of vastus medialis-muscle.

Investigations of Sattler et al and Wang et al showed a significant difference in muscle cross section of the vastus medialis in painful compared with contralateral painless limbs. Also, Cheon et al investigated the relationship between decreased lower extremity muscle mass and knee pain intensity in both the general population and patients with knee osteoarthritis. They found that a decreased lower extremity muscle mass was an independent risk factor for knee pain and it was associated with increased pain intensity, regardless of radiographic knee osteoarthritis. However, probably not only the reduced pain has a positive influence on the muscle cross section, but also the associated increased physical activity. An increased physical activity induces a hypertrophy of lower limb muscle, especially of vastus medialis, which positively affects reduction in the pain level and pain perception of the patients. Also stress and depression, which are often associated with chronic pain, can be positively affected by physical exercise, which further promotes the healing process.

Regarding to the subjective comfort-score, we observed significant differences in the first 4 weeks and thus exactly in the cooling period. After the cooling period no further differences were found. In the first 4 weeks, patients who were cooled with the menthol bandage expressed significantly higher comfort-scores than patients who used the cold pack-cooling modality or belonged to the control-group. Surprisingly, a higher comfort-score was found for the control-group than for the cold pack-group.

A decreased pain level can reduce unconsciously the individual restraint of the operated leg, at the same time, increase the level of the whole-body activity and motion. Thus, an increased level of activity can then improve physical condition and contribute to increased muscle cross section.

Similar to our findings, in 2012 Johar et al observed that a menthol-based analgesic decreased perceived discomfort to a greater extent compared with ice. Possibly, rapid temperature drops and the very low skin temperatures during cooling with ice led to this result. Another reason for a higher comfort level in the menthol-group could be due to the easy handling of the menthol cooling. During the cooling with menthol bandage, the patients were hardly restricted and could apply the bandage easily, even under the pants. During cooling with a cold pack, however, everyday movements are more difficult to perform and rather a complete immobilisation of the cooled area is needed. Of course, the self-specified pain-score and comfort-score is subjective and not objective. However, the importance of such subjective feelings for the medical staff or surgeon is often underestimated. The healing process is not only influenced by clinical, externally visible factors. Frequently subjective positive feelings represent important feedback and provide the basis for the healing process. Possibly due to the positive findings regarding pain-score and comfort-score in the menthol-group, there could be a thought to reduce therapy units and, thus, reducing costs for the health services.

To summarise, the differences in cross section area might arise from a combination of the different parameters, such as the positive effects for healing process of menthol application, a punctual lower pain level, the lower absolute painkiller consumption and a resulting improved possibility for activity in the daily life of menthol-group. Furthermore, an improved and increased activity-level of menthol-group may have a positive influence by the increased comfort level and punctual decreased pain level during the cooling period of the first 30 days (a, b, c). Differences in the muscle cross section area are due to the importance of active musculoskeletal system, very relevant for the therapeutic outcome and had a strong influence of the muscle strength. Furthermore, an increased cross section area of vastus medialis was reported to be related to a reduced cartilage loss and a decreased risk for joint replacement. Furthermore, the slight moderate temperature drop, the associated significant longer cooling period and the mentioned above benefits of menthol, could be essential reasons for our positive findings.

Currently there are many different opinions in medicine about the effects and benefits of cooling for the healing process. In addition to evidence of positive effects, possible disorders of the wound and damage of lymphatic vessels are being discussed. In our present study we could show that a more prolonged cooling method based on a menthol containing liquid resulted in a moderate drop in temperature and was applied for longer duration. In addition, positive subjective sensations and better output for clinically relevant parameters, such as a reduced muscle loss or absolute lower significant pain medication consumption, were observed. On the other hand, the study also showed that a too intensive cooling method with a rapid temperature drop and very low skin temperatures, such as the use of an ice or cold pack, had little or no benefit. Our subjects in the control-group, without any cooling, often showed better results compared with the use of intensive cooling.

DATA SHARING

The authors agree that data collected within this study may be released for scientific use. The following unpublished data from the study are available:

- Data on torques of concentric flexion and extension of the thigh muscles. These were collected with...
an isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex System 3 Pro, Biodex Medical Systems, New York, USA), measured before surgery and after 3 months of physical therapy. Data on the swelling of the operated and unoperated knee joint. This was determined with a commercially available tape measure and measured 10 cm above the patella.

To get access to this data, please contact the Corresponding Author (Dr med. Pierre Hofer, pierre.hofer@ortho-sg.ch).

Practical recommendations for use of menthol-cooling

► After application clean the skin with water (→ reduced risk for skin irritation).
► Main measurable effect of cooling with menthol bandage 120 min, but also longer application possible.
► Basically, use of two bandages for application to obese patients possible.
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